Quantifying Cartilage Biomechanical Properties Using a Linearized Frequency-Domain Method.
Articular cartilage function relies on its unique mechanical behavior. Cartilage mechanics have been described by several analytic models, whose parameters are usually estimated by fitting their constitutive equations to stress-relaxation data. This procedure can be long and is prone to experimental and fitting errors. Τhis study describes a novel methodology for estimating the biomechanical properties of cartilage samples based on their linearized frequency response, derived by applying a series of small-amplitude harmonic displacements superimposed to a bias strain. The proposed methodology, denoted as linearized frequency-domain method (LFM), was demonstrated by quantifying the effects of collagenase and hyaluronidase on cartilage, where it provided robust cartilage parameter estimates that overall agreed well with estimates obtained by stress-relaxation analysis. LFM was also applied to unveil the strain-dependent nature of porcine cartilage biomechanical parameters. Results showed that increasing the bias strain from 5% to 15% caused a significant decrease in cartilage permeability but did not have significant effect on the compression modulus and the Poisson's ratio. Apart from cartilage, LFM can potentially quantify the strain-dependent nature of tissues and biomaterials, thereby enhance tissue-level understanding on organ physiology and pathology, lead to better computational tissue models, and guide tissue engineering research.